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Lordswood News

A Letter From The
Headteacher
Dear Parents,

The recent snow closures were an ideal opportunity to
test the systems in place for informing parents about
whether the school is open! It would appear from
conversations with parents that not all of you received
the letter outlining the process for informing parents
about emergency closure. I shall be reminding students
of the importance of ensuring that their parents receive
all letters, but I am also repeating the guidance again
here. In the event of extreme weather conditions which
make it impossible for the school to open, a decision
will be made by 6:30am and information posted on the
school website and a message sent out via Parentmail.
We will also inform local radio stations. If there is no
message on the website or you do not receive a text/
email, school is open as normal and there is therefore
no need to ring the school.
There have been a number of highlights and successes
this term which you can read about in this newsletter.
We were particularly thrilled to have been designated
as a Birmingham Conservatoire Partnership School.
Not only is this a fantastic recognition of the high
quality music provision at Lordswood, it also offers
superb opportunities for our students through e.g.
masterclasses and experience of live performances.
You will know from previous letters that the arts play a
very key role in the life of the school and it is wonderful
to be able to enrich the already very significant offer.
Sport and our sports academies also add much to
the educational experience of students and it will be
brilliant when our new sports hall is finally finished. I
should like to acknowledge the considerable patience
of students and staff who have had to endure less than
ideal conditions during the period of the build, hopefully
an end is now in sight!
I should like to thank the parents who attended
this term’s Parent Forum on 16th November. Issues
discussed included school funding, home-school
communication and the Code of Conduct for Visitors, a
copy of which can be found towards the end of
this newsletter. This is in place in most Birmingham
schools and the Governing Body is proposing that

Lordswood Girls’ School also adopt the
Code of Conduct. Please take the time to
read the Code and let us have any
comments. The issue of school funding
has not gone away and schools, particularly
11-18 schools, are facing a funding crisis.
Please continue to lobby your MP to ensure that this
serious issue is not forgotten in all the excitement
around Brexit. The next Parent Forum will take place at
8am on Friday 16th February. Please feel free to email
suggestions for items which you would like to discuss.
This week we say goodbye and thank you to Mrs Fox,
who has been working in the Modern Languages
Department, Mrs Homer in the RE Department, Mr
Khan, Examinations Officer and Mrs Lynch, one of our
catering assistants. We thank them for all their work
at Lordswood and wish them well for the future. We
also welcome back Ms Bukreedan in the Mathematics
Department and Ms Dhaenens in Modern Languages.
The festive season at Lordswood reaches its climax with
our Christmas concert on Wednesday 20th December.
A reminder that the term ends for all students on
Wednesday 20th December and the Spring term starts
for all years at the normal time on Monday 8th January.
I should like to wish you all a very joyful Christmas and a
happy and prosperous 2018.
With all good wishes

Mrs Jane Götschel
Headteacher

A Round Up From The
Achievement Team
Congratulations from Mrs Peniket, Mr
Baker and Ms Pickford

Mrs Peniket, Mr Baker and Ms Pickford would like to
congratulate all our students from Years 7 to 11 on their
outstanding achievement during the autumn term.

Mrs Peniket said of the Year 7 students, “This term’s
award winners have made an outstanding start to their
studies at Lordswood Girls’ School, and have made a
good impression on their subject teachers. Well done
to you all and I look forward to watching you thrive in
2018.”
Year 7
Kiran Kaur Sethi 7D
Archana Kande Vidanalage 7D
Lilibeth Hubble 7G
Nia Mistry 7G
Rosa Maria Dallison 7L
Erin Norman 7L
Meshai Akbari 7R
Reeya Ubhi 7R
Shavi Bir 7S
Isabella Jimenez-Phillips 7S
Zainab Hosney-Ibrahim 7W
Zoha Hussain 7W
Mr Baker would like to congratulate the award winners
in Years 8 and 9. These students have consistently
worked hard in lessons, well done.
Year 8
Francesca Goodby 8D
Perina Batth 8D
Alishbah Yasin 8G
Sara Kawani 8G
Daani Dhillon 8L
Sadaf Wahid 8L
Trinity Hutchinson 8R
Natasha Khan 8R
Anam Awan 8S
Rachel Ling 8S
Holly Freeman 8W
Javine Nsongo 8W

Year 9
Dieumi Batunga 9D
Farah Shah 9D
Mariya Ahmed 9G
Layeba Khan 9G
Komalpreet Dhiman 9L
Abigail Parker 9L
Samira Hamizi 9R
Nosheen Siddiqi 9R
Florentina Dasgupta 9S
Caitlin Norman 9S
Darcie-Lea Lynskey 9W
Samantha Middleton 9W

Ms Pickford would like to commend the Year 10 and 11
students on their awards this year. “The award winners
for the autumn term have been praised for their hard
work and contributions in lessons. I would like to say
well done to all the winners and look forward to seeing
further achievements as we go into the new year.”
Year 10
Sanaa Khan 10D
Sanaa Wazir 10D
Adna Hassan 10G
Amanpreet Johal 10G
Kiran Gill 10L
Henna Haravi 10L
Saniyah Mahmood 10R
Jaspinder Shoker 10R
Sonia Baz 10S
Kelly Chikandwa 10S
Sajida Mohamed 10W
Steffi So 10W

Year 11
Amelia Aykroyd 11D
Eve Evans 11D
Amna Akhtar 11G
Saba Shahzad 11G
Iqra Ahmed 11L
Kelly Tchomogho 11L
Gurvinder Dhiman 11R
Eva Trippier 11R
Aliyah Hussain 11S
Mashal Shakeel 11S
Zobiya Shakeel 11W
Lotti Slowik 11W

“It has been a challenging term for Year 10 who have
had to get used to the demands of GCSE courses. They

have coped very well, and have been praised by their
teachers from different subject areas. Year 11 have had
a busy few weeks completing their mock exams, and
have demonstrated organisation and a conscientious
attitude in the lead up. This term a prefect team in
Year 11 has been established, and 12 students were
interviewed for the role of head girl. The interviews
were of an exceptionally high standard and it was a
tough decision to make. I would like to congratulate all
students who were interviewed. Special congratulations
go to our new Head Girl and Deputy Head Girl, Eleanor
Pratt and Mariam Naseem. The students have already
made an impact by producing and leading the antibullying assembly.”
The Achievement Co-ordinators would like to extend
warm wishes for a very happy Christmas holiday to all
our students

Free Events In
Birmingham

Mrs Stanley on how to broaden your
cultural horizons
It is really important that you see that your learning
doesn’t have to end when the school bell rings. Statistics
show that youngsters who attend events and get more
involved in their communities see improvements in their
academic grades. If you are interested in attending some
free local events over the holiday period, take a look at
some of the examples below.
Solstice Exhibition
A winter Art Exhibition featuring painting, print-making
and collage by local and Custard Factory Artists, hosted
by Daphne Francis Gallery.
Ongoing through December 2017.
Nomad Space, The Custard Factory, Gibb Street,
Birmingham, B9 4AA
Queries to Custard Factory Reception and E: info@
DaphneFrancisGallery.com T: 07707278398
Weekend family Arts events at Birmingham Art Gallery
Arts and crafts events are being held December-January.
Check the Birmingham Art Gallery website for details.
Website: http://www.birminghammuseums.org.uk/
bmag
The Tolkien Trail at the Moseley Bog
Explore where Tolkien got his inspiration from when
writing his world famous books.
Website: http://visitbirmingham.com/what-to-do/
heritage/tolkiens-birmingham/
Christmas Arts Market
Held at the Mac, Cannon Hill Park, Birmingham.
Check their website for dates and times.
Website: https://macbirmingham.co.uk/

BBC WM Carol Concert
December 22nd at 1pm
A carol concert introduced by radio WM presenters at
Birmingham Cathedral, Colmore Row.
Website: http://www.birminghamcathedral.com/
events/view/299/bbc-wm-carol-service/

Year 7 At Dudley Zoo

Poppy Gordon and Sara Junejo report on
their first LGS trip
During induction week, Year 7 went to Dudley Zoo;
it was really nice to do it on the first week because it
helped us settle in more quickly and make new friends.
It was really fun going on the train because we could
see lots of animals on the way such as goats, flamingos,
owls and lots more. When I went on the chair lift (which
was our first time), we could see the whole of Dudley
which was amazing; it was sort of scary at the same
time when you looked down. It had been raining which
was slightly annoying because the chairs were wet.

Getting into the spirit of things at Dudley Castle

Lordswood Supports
Local Food Bank

Shekinah Garikai from Year 13 on the vital
importance of food banks
Over 1,182,000 emergency supplies were given out
between April 2017 and July 2017. The number of
people in need of food to survive is rising and all it
takes is for one person to take one item to their local
food bank to feed a family in need. A certain amount
of pride has to be put aside for families to go to the
food bank and ask for essentials to keep them going
through a hard time. In the UK alone roughly 1.2
million individuals use food banks and the number one
contributing factor is benefit delays and redundancy
accounting for 46% of the individuals.

An excited group of Year 7s at Dudley Zoo
Next, we had a picnic and peacocks kept trying to steal
people’s food which scared us. We also enjoyed playing
in the sandpit and we got sand on our clothes and inside
our shoes. After that, we went to see the Orangutans
and they were smiling for the camera when we were
taking pictures. Then we went to see the meerkats
and they were standing on their feet, doing tricks and
different poses for the photos. After that, we went to
see the giraffes. One of them was really funny because it
bent over the gate and started trying to eat an old man’s
hat!!! We sort of felt sorry for him. It was amazing when
we saw the spider monkeys; they were monkeys that
acted a bit like spiders. They kept going up to the glass
and hanging upside down.
Finally, at the end of interesting trip, we at last reached
the shop which was packed with amazing but expensive
items. I (Poppy) bought five rock candy sticks and a 3D
snow leopard magnet while I (Sara) bought a gummy
worm and a notebook. It was an amazing trip that we
made lots of friends on!

Year 13 students with the hundreds of donated items
So why am I so passionate about food banks? I believe
that nobody should have to live in poverty or small
children and families go without food. The UK is a
developed and wealthy nation, we waste so much each
week whilst at the same time people are going without.
We should all consider making a donation, be it a tin of
beans or packet of rice as this is all it takes to help.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the
sixth form students and staff who either brought in nonperishable items or made a monetary donation.
In total we raised £100 to purchase items in addition
to dozens of items donated to this crisis on our very
doorstep.

Online Safety Update
Mrs Finucane with the latest on e-safety

Cyberbullying Prevention Campaign
Stop, Speak and Support
The Royal Foundation Taskforce on the Prevention of
Cyberbullying, established by The Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge and Prince Harry and working with charities,
not-for profit organisations and independent advisers,
have developed a series of commitments to help
prevent the cyberbullying of children and young people.

The Stop, Speak, Support campaign aims to help young
people to spot cyberbullying and know what steps can
be taken to stop it happening and provide support to
the person being bullied.
The key commitments from the Stop, Speak, Support
campaign includes:
STOP
• Take time out before getting involved, and don’t
share or like negative comments.
• Try and get an overview of what’s really going on.
• Check the community guidelines for the site you are
on.
•
SPEAK
• Ask an adult or a friend that you can trust for advice.
• Use the report button for the social media it is
happening on.
• Speak to one of the charities set up to help with
situations like this, such as Childline.
SUPPORT
• Give the person being bullied a supportive message
to let them know they are not alone.
• Encourage them to talk to someone they can trust.
• Give them a positive distraction from the situation.

For more information about the campaign visit
www.stopspeaksupport.com
If you are a parent or guardian and wish to help your
child put these principles into practice, there is a specific
website with advice for parents. So to help your child
make smarter choices online and cope when they see
online bullying visit
https://www.stopspeaksupport.com/parents/
It’s digital Christmas time – Tip for parents
Buying new tech for your children this Christmas? Don’t
forget about online safety.
This year’s top gaming consoles include the Xbox One
X, Sony PlayStation 4 Pro as well as devices such as
the Amazon Fire 7 and the latest smart phones. The
Amazon Fire 7 allows parents to set up password
protected profiles so they can give each child access to
only the books, games and apps they want them to see.
Games consoles are now connected to the Internet to
allow a more interactive and collaborative experience.
Consoles today don’t just allow gamers to play games
with others, but also allow them to exchange photos,
engage in live messaging and even ‘host’ parties online.
Games consoles carry risks for young people. A recent
study of 11-16 year olds held by Kaspersky found that
23% had been asked personal or suspicious personal
questions online and as many as 20% said that they
trusted the gaming platform so much that they would
see no problem meeting contacts from it in real life.
Nearly a third of the children in the study said that
their parents had no idea who they talked to when
they played games. Setting up filtering is a quick fix,
but filters are never watertight and conversely over
blocking can prevent teenagers from accessing helpful
content on topics such as sexual relationships or drug
and alcohol abuse. Therefore greater focus needs to
be put on educating and supporting teenagers about
using the Internet responsibly, with emphasis on how
teenagers manage online experiences that make them
feel uncomfortable or scared. Parents should start the
conversation about online safety at a young age, so
more serious conversations about risk can be discussed
as the child gets older. Once young people know that
their parents understand what can happen online, it
gives them greater confidence to approach parents for
an open dialogue about any concerns and bring to light
any negative experiences they might have had.
For more information about educating and supporting
your child visit
http://www.childnet.com/parents-and-carers
For more information on setting parental controls visit
https://www.internetmatters.org/parental-controls/
interactive-guide/
These links can also be found on the school website in
‘Your LGS’ / Parents/ e-safety/ useful websites

News From The
School Council

parentage of a child and asked to carry out polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) and gel electrophoresis of DNA
samples to find out who the father of the child was.

Mrs Riley reflects on a great start
The School Council has made an excellent start to the
school year since elections were completed in late
September. Year Councils have been meeting on a
fortnightly basis and I have been really pleased with
the commitment and enthusiasm shown by all of the
Council Reps.
As well as discussing more everyday issues brought up
by their peers, the Council spent one meeting focusing
on issues relating to lunchtimes, a topic which comes up
time and again when students are asked to report things
which they believe need to be improved upon.
All of the issues brought up at the meeting were taken
to the Extended Leadership Team, and responses were
fed back to the Council in the following meeting.
The Council has also been very busy organising
fundraising events this term and so far we have been
able to support both the Breakthrough Breast Cancer
Wear It Pink campaign and the BBC Children In Need
appeal. The Wear It Pink day on 20th October raised
a terrific £815.13 and was followed by another nonuniform day, as well as cake and samosa sales, which
raised an amazing £856.07 for Children in Need on
Friday 17th November. The Council has also planned a
Christmas Jumper Day to be held on Wednesday 20th
December in aid of the charity, Shelter, and we very
much hope that we will be able to break the £2,000
barrier for combined totals by the end of term.
The Council is very aware that none of this fundraising
would be possible without the support of students,
staff and parents at LGS and so I would like to pass on
their heartfelt thanks to you all for your help so far.
The Council have more events planned for 2018 so
please watch this space for more information. The first
meeting after the Christmas break will take place on
Tuesday 16th January.

Advances In Science
For Our Biologists

Mrs Farrah with news of some brilliant
opportunities for our A level students

Year 13 biology students were given the opportunity to
carry out undergraduate level practical work with the
University of Warwick earlier in the Autumn Term.
Professor Kevin Moffat from the Department of Life
Sciences visited the students and introduced them
to the world of molecular genetics. Students were
presented with information regarding the suspected

Year 13 biologists looking every bit the part in their
Warwick University lab coats
During the lesson, the biology students were taught
how to use micropipettes and run DNA gels. They learnt
the history and importance of PCR in sequencing the
human genome and were given an in-depth talk on the
structure and replication of DNA. It was an engaging
and inspiring insight into undergraduate study and our
thanks go to Professor Moffat and his team for coming
out to visit.

Geography Review

Miss Gager rounds up a really busy term
for Lordswood’s geographers
Year 7 Geography pupils have been learning about
geographical skills such as grid references, directions
and scale. They had to apply these skills to create a
guide for ‘Blob’ the alien who crash-landed on the
Lordswood field and needed help to get his space ship
to the garage, using only a map! The girls produced
some fantastic guides and saved the day for Blob! They
also applied these skills to conduct their first fieldwork
experiment on litter around school.
Year 8 students recently completed a unit of work
on rivers and why we experience flooding. The girls
went on a virtual fieldtrip down the River Yangtze in

China, seeing marvellous features such as meanders,
floodplains and even waterfalls! Some students had very
dramatic visits, particularly Aram in Year 8 who turned
into a fish in her story?!
Year 9 students started this term learning about the
‘coastal curse’ of erosion and what processes cause it,
looking specifically at a village called Happisburgh on
the Norfolk coast. The girls had to decide how best this
area could be managed, taking stakeholder opinions
into account and looking towards the future to ensure
economic, social and environmental sustainability for
Happisburgh.
Year 9 students are currently learning about multinational corporations and how businesses operate,
and are working with Lord Sugar himself to help him
to design a brand new mobile phone. Students then
have to decide where to locate each component of the
company to ensure maximum profit, and prepare a
presentation marketing their phone to their peers.
Year 10 Geography students have made a brilliant
start to GCSE Geography and are getting stuck in to
the physical geography aspect of the course, looking
at rivers and coasts around the UK, the processes that
occur there and the landforms that are created. They
are also very interested in fieldtrips – details to follow!
Year 11 Geography students are finally dried out after
a very rainy fieldtrip at the start of the term and are
focusing on their final year of study at GCSE level.
The work ethic shown by many Year 11 students is
superb and Miss Gager and Mrs Mellor are really
impressed with how organised they are! The Geography
Department run after school study clubs on Tuesday and
Thursdays in F5 as well as the planned Period 6 sessions,
all welcome!
The A-Level Geographers are close to completing their
first units of work and have made the transition from
GCSE to A-Level study with ease. The students work
well together and have interesting conversations and
debates in lessons, particularly around the topic of
‘place’ and how different places are represented. The
students have also looked at how natural hazards occur
around the world and have been able to apply their new
knowledge to lots of recent events!
Geog Squad ran a Bake Sale at break time for ‘Water
Aid’ and raised some valuable funds for places which do
not have sufficient water or access to clean, safe water.
Geog Squad have also been conducting an ‘energy audit’
around school to encourage people to save energy.
Some teachers were kindly reminded to turn off their
computers at night, and were rewarded the week
after on the follow up check with sweets when they
remembered to do so! Great work team! New members
are always welcome to join, 3-4pm on Mondays, see
Miss Gager for details!

A Great Start To The
Year In Maths
Mr Pearce reviews the autumn term

I would like to start by saying a huge well done to our
Year 11s for their efforts during the mock maths exams.
Their commitment to revision was fantastic, with
many students using lunch time clubs and after school
sessions to brush up on their maths skills prior to the
exams.
Our Year 7s have also settled in nicely to their new
maths groups; they have certainly adjusted well to
the demands of the secondary curriculum and recent
assessments have shown continued progress. It is great
to see that the increased level of demand at Key Stage
2 is equipping students with better mathematical skills
meaning Year 7 students are coping better with the
emphasis on mathematical reasoning and problem
solving at Key Stage 3. Year 7 are also showing strong
improvements in their Numeracy Ninja 5 minute
challenges; every week there are more and more Black
Belt Ninjas!
It is really good to see all year groups signing up for
the extra maths opportunities, with Mr Jones’ after
school further maths sessions continuing to be very
well attended. Furthermore, students from Years 12
and 13 enjoyed participating in the UKMT Senior Maths
Challenge, a national competition where they tested
their ability to apply maths against students from all
over the country. A real opportunity to tackle some
challenging ‘non-standard’ maths questions, just like the
one listed below!
Isobel “Josh is innocent!”
Josh “Genotan is guilty!”
Genotan “Tegan is guilty!”
Tegan “Isobel is innocent!”
Only one guilty person is lying; all the others are telling
the truth. Who is guilty?
A - Isobel
B - Josh
C - Genotan
D - Tegan
E - More information is required

What’s New In Art?!
Miss Tooley rounds up on recent art
activities

Arts Award
This half term a group of Year 8 students have been
creating work towards their Bronze Arts Award. They
have explored how to use photography techniques
to create mood and personality in their work with
some great successes! The group have experimented
with artificial lighting, camera angles, gesture, facial

expressions and even got the chance to dress up in
vintage clothes.
We have been lucky enough to have photography
expert, Jonathan Sleigh from Birmingham Museum
and Gallery working with us each week, and on the 6th
December he very kindly invited us to go along to the
gallery to see their new exhibition. During the guided
tour our students heard about how photographers
have used costume, props and lighting to explore their
own identity and respond to issues including race and
gender. They were also able to discuss and interpret
their favourite pieces in a really exciting way using stop
frame animation. Professional animator Gemma showed
the group how to use the recording equipment and set
pieces to create their own stories based on a piece of
work that stood out to them from the exhibition. The
students were extremely creative in their approach to
this session and have all produced some stunning work
and could give some professional photographers a run
for their money!

Lordswood’s
Christmas Tree
Tradition Continues

Ms Peniket on the event that starts the
festivities at LGS
Eve Yarker in Year 8 helped our new Year 7s decorate
the Christmas tree this year. Due to the enthusiasm of
the girls, the tree was up and decorated in under twenty
minutes! Happy Christmas from all of Year 7!

Students thoroughly enjoying decorating themselves
(and the Christmas tree) at the start of December

Rounding Up RE
Arts Award students at Birmingham Museum and Art
Gallery trying their hands at stop frame animation
Integrated learning day
On Wednesday 29th November Year 7 took part in
the first ever year 7 poetry slam. Poet Auden Allen
inspired the girls with a half an hour workshop during
which he performed some of his own fantastic poetry
and answered the students’ questions about how he
started writing poems and where he got his inspiration
from. Auden gave the girls some brilliant advice and
demonstrated how he began fitting words to different
beats. Raring to write their own poems, students gained
inspiration for the themes of their poetry from an RE
lesson on dispositions. With a better understanding of
what dispositions were, the English team ran workshops
to help the groups to structure their ideas and write
their poems. Over the course of the next two hours,
students used traditional and digital artistic techniques
to create a visual presentation to accompany their
poetry, adding music and animation as they went along.
Excellent group work could be seen all day long as
the groups overcame issues of time management and
compromise. The outcomes of the day were absolutely
fantastic and show what creative and thoughtful
students we have at Lordswood!

Mrs Homer with word on a busy term
Interfaith Week 2017
This year the focus is on interfaith friendships and
their importance. In assembly, members of the RE
Department shared their experiences of interfaith
friendships and how festivals can be a great opportunity
to find out more about each other’s beliefs and
traditions.
Students have been encouraged during review time
to discuss with their peers why interfaith week is
important and the potential dangers of neglecting
interfaith friendships. Students also had the opportunity
to take part in a competition to capture interfaith
friendship in a photograph. The best entries and the
winning images are to be displayed outside F13 so come
and take a look at our celebration of the many faiths
that can be found in Birmingham.
Sixth Form Open Evening
At open evening this year, prospective students
were given the chance to have a selfie with famous
philosophers and ethicists (or at least their pictures!)
in the RE room. Students were also encouraged to
ponder the bigger questions RE A level poses such as

‘what makes us human?’ We had some fantastic support
from current and previous students who joined the RE
Department to advertise what an A Level qualification in
RE can offer.

Rebecca Birley
Lotti Slowik
Year 12:
Zara Majid
Lauren Brown
Amna Iqbal

Year 13:
Safiya Linton-Chambers
Sadiya Aftab

Introducing Health
Studies

Mrs Muggleton bring us word of a new
department
This term sees the launch of a new department, Health
Studies, which is made up of two subject areas, food
and cookery and health and social care.
Student helpers at this year’s Open Evening
RE Stars
Congratulations to the following students who have
been selected by their teachers to receive a postcard
home in recognition of their hard work and enthusiasm
in lessons.
Year 7:
Shavi Bir
Lovleen Gidda
Rosa-Maria Dallison
Emma-Jayne Combellack
Ammaarah Akhtar
Ava Mae Simmons
Zoya Rauf
Jaskirat Sian
Faizah Khanum
Jeevan Matharu
Rose Sulaiman
Erin Norman

Year 8:
Zara Ahmed
Lucy McDonald-Stanton
Karina Gangotra
Rehma Zaier
Caelyn Wilbanks
Zahra Sharif
Abbigale McLaren
Eleanor Shrewsbury
Charlotte Price
Reeha Saleem

Year 9:
Alisha Symons
Donella Dixon-Biggs
Ameena Ahsan
Sapna Karsan
Jennifer Capper Grinham
Alina Javed
Amanda Dudele
Seonti Thompson
Mariya Ahmed
Tahmina Ghazizada

Year 10:
Duwah Abid
Steffi So
Georgia Germain-Rees
Hajar Shakarchy
Tayjah Johnson
Laila Farooq
Tariah A-Morris
Tania Dhillon
Amanee Fuller
Simran Purewal
Iqra Naseem
Jaspinder Shoker

Year 11:
Samihah Bibi
Zainab Saeed
Rana Ibrahim
Chloe Freeman
Iona Vendrells
Paige Khan
Gurvinder Dhiman
Rukhsar Shaheen

Health and Social Care
Health and social care continues to be a popular option
with students at both key stage 4 and 5. Several new
courses have been launched this year and students are
busy preparing for external examinations in January and
coursework tasks. We wish them well.
Students are encouraged to find work placements and
for some post-16 health and social care courses it is a
requirement. Along with the opportunity to develop a
variety of inter-personal skills and enhance learning in a
vocational setting, the placements have given students
the confidence to share their observations with their
peers in class discussions so everyone can benefit from
the application of putting theory into practice. Some of
the placements students have enjoyed this term include
pharmacies, nurseries and primary schools.
Two highlights this term have been practical activities.
Year 11 have carried out role plays to demonstrate care
values including respect, empowerment, confidentiality
and the protection of dignity. They had to apply their
skills to the different needs of service users in a variety
of settings. Year 12s were lucky enough to receive some
basic first aid training and learn about the roles and
responsibilities of a first aider at work. They had fun
learning how to deal with first aid incidents, apply some
basic support slings and put a patient into the recovery
position.
We have had a busy and exciting term with lots to look
forward to in 2018.
Food and Cookery
It’s the end of yet another term in Food and Cookery
and it has gone by so quickly! Students have been busy
making lots of food products from cous cous salad in
Year 7 to chocolate lemon tart in Year 9. The enthusiasm
from students has been incredible and we would like to
thank parents and carers for supporting their child and
helping to make sure that they have all the ingredients
they need for the lesson. A particular high for this term

has been the production of Victoria sponge cakes by
Year 9 students; they have thoroughly enjoyed the
experience and if time allowed they decorated them
really well. Below are a few pictures of their fantastic
creations! We would also like to congratulate Year 7
students as they have settled into the rhythm of the
food and cookery lessons well and it is lovely to see
their confidence and skill level grow.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the teams
and congratulate all of the girls on their hard work and
endeavour, we are extremely proud of you! ¡Muchas
gracias!

Year 7 Poetry

A Winter Wonderland Inspired by the
Snow In December - by Olivia Kaszuba 7R

A winter wonderland, something you could only dream
of.
The feeling of ice and snow indulging your skin.
And the snow fights; you can hear pounding at people,
Like your heart beat.

Students with their amazing culinary creations

Annual Language And
Culture Quiz
Ms Siviter on the South West Area
Network Quiz 2017-18

On Wednesday 22nd November 2017 Samira Hamizi 9R,
Gursimran Kaur 9R, Florentina Dasgupta 9S, Komalpreet
Dhiman 9L, Farah Shah 9D, Mareem Sami Faris 9S,
Ardita Cami 9G and Suditi Mukherjee 9L formed two
formidable teams to represent Lordswood Girls’ School
in The Regional Language and Culture Competition
2017-18.
The two teams of four joined 13 teams from schools
from across the south west area to compete in a six
round quiz that tested their knowledge of Spanish
grammar and vocabulary, as well as their general
European knowledge.
The girls demonstrated wonderful team spirit and
successfully worked together to solve puzzles in
Spanish, to understand the meanings of announcements
in French, Spanish and German and to identify famous
international people and places.
The competition was tough and with 15 teams
competing, the girls most definitely rose to the
challenge. When the results came in, LGS Team 2,
consisting of Farah, Mareem, Ardita and Suditi achieved
eighth place. Well done! Meanwhile, LGS Team 1 with
Samira, Gursimran, Florentina and Komalpreet were
awarded FIRST PLACE and crowned regional winners of
the Language and Culture Competition 2017. A huge
congratulations to the girls, an outstanding effort and a
fantastic result, well done!

Although this is a dream, I can still hear and feel this
excitement.
The snowman that little children make, with buttons
and bows, and then,
Gone! In the blink of an eye;
That’s how strong the snow is.
The trees rustling together, like crisp packets.
And then delicately sweeping off the faint snow,
Your hands, burn in the cold;
That sensation in your body,
Knowing that this is the day; the day of love.
You close your eyes for a second, then all contented
Feeling has gone.

Project Jackfruit!

A Lordswood alumnus returns to the
Business Studies Department at LGS
It was great to be invited back to Lordswood to talk to
the business students - it doesn’t seem like five minutes
since I was in their shoes, and it’s amazing how much
knowledge has stuck with me from sixth form studies
that I still apply that I apply to my life today!
Starting my own business is always something I wanted
to do - but it wasn’t until the beginning of 2017 that
my boyfriend, Jordan and I really began searching for a
gap in market. To cut a long story short - we launched
Project Jackfruit in May and decided to get delicious
savoury jackfruit into retail, by combining purpose with
profit.
We couldn’t understand why jackfruit wasn’t readily
available considering how much of it is wasted (75% in
India - alone!), how beneficial and, when cooked young,
just like meat it is! It’s much better for the planet and
a healthy sustainable substitute. It has the texture of
pulled pork and absorbs any flavours it is cooked with.
We hope to have inspired the students by taking them
through our journey so far (the highs and lows!) and
sharing our plans for the future of the brand. We also
got the chance to taste test a couple of our flavours with
them, and received some very encouraging feedback.

If you have an idea, feel passionate about it and are
willing to put in the work - there’s no reason why you
shouldn’t just go for it!
For more information about the business visit: https://
www.projectjackfruit.com/
Abigail Robertson, Managing Director Project Jackfruit
The entrepreneurs from the Jackfruit Project helped
me identify a niche or a break through in the market
by “finding a problem or wastage in the markets or
cultures” that can be used as a advantage and produce
a product. The Jackfruit Project themselves got the idea
to use Jackfruit since 80% of that fruit is wasted in Africa
and was the stimulus for their product. Additionally,
their link to the vegan and vegetarian society is a prime
example of good promotion and marketing. Since, the
vegan and vegetarian markets are so niche in the food
industry, it places Jackfruit in the position to premium
price as well as be their own market leader as they
are the first to use jackfruit as a means to meet the
demands of vegans and vegetarians, thus placing them
in a better position to gain brand loyalty than any other
similar products produced after them.
Jackfruits’ trials and errors in the food industry, such as
the taster days and not having a sink, brought a sense
of realism and highlighted how hard these two full time
working entrepreneurs work and how dedicated to their
project they are. It reminds us that external factors like
laws of the food being at a curtain temperature and
in specific quantities, as well as interest rates, such as
the value of the pound falling affect the function of
business. This financial conflict for Jackfruit, as a start
up company, means almost all production is going to
be completed by one or the other, until they can both
afford the expenses of employees, since they are only
breaking even and making little profit currently.
However, there is a hunch that their product is soon to
be in stores and will be in growing demand as it trends,
therefore increasing sales and revenue leading to them
having a larger profit margin.
Darnell Franklin, Year 12 business studies student

Young Netball
Organisers

The PE Department reports back from an
umpiring course
The ‘Young Netball Organiser’ course is an umpiring
programme which is managed by ‘Netball England’. This
course prepares our young students to take their first
steps into becoming an experienced netball official or
coach and allows them to get a taste of what it is like to
be a sports leader.
Several Year 10 students have been given the
opportunity to take part in this course located at

Raddlebarn Primary School. Each week the students
prepare netball sessions for the children aged from 7 to
11 years old and deliver these lessons in pairs or groups
of 3, at Raddlebarn Primary School.
Liyah Gill from 10G said “It allows you to develop your
teaching skills and is really enjoyable.”

Accelerated Reading
Mrs Ashford with an update

All KS3 students are involved in the Accelerated
Reading Scheme. Students pick books within the reading
levels they are given by their teacher after they have
completed a STAR test, and once they read their book,
they complete a quiz on the website which helps to
ensure they understand what they have just read.
Students need to attempt the quiz no more than 48
hours after reading the book.
Targets are set by their English teacher at the start of
each term. Also as part of the scheme students are
given certificates along with prizes for “milestones” such
as completing 10 quizzes and achieving their targets. In
the school library we have a Reading Wall of Fame and a
Word Millionaire board to celebrate students’ success.
As the Autumn term ends all students should be
congratulated on their efforts but a special mention
should go to those students who have read over one
million words each!
Gia Dhami 8L, Darcie-Lea Lynskey 9W, Samira Hamizi 9R,
Zoha Hussain 7W, Suditi Mukherjee 9L, Khalisah Aftab
7W, Florentina Dasgupta 9S, Hayley Chikerema 8S
Abigail Parker 9L, Erin Norman 7L, Sara Alamolhoda 8D
Also well done to Caitlin Norman 9S and Hannah Lewis
7G who have become word multi-millionaires - a
brilliant achievement!
Finally congratulations and well done to the following
Key Stage 3 review groups who are currently top of their
year group leader boards.
7G
6,788,302 words
8D
4,934,877 words
9W
8,670,457 words
Well done!

SportsFest 2017

Amrita Samra from SportsFest at
Wolverhampton University
Our experience at Wolverhampton University’s
SportsFest was incredibly insightful and interesting.
The day started off with a session on respect and
confidence which I found to be extremely fun as we
played a series of games (including rugby, netball and
handball); as a class we got to know new people and
focused on the importance and meaning of respect

and confidence in the participation of sport. We then
moved to the bio mechanics lab where we participated
in a variety of tests such as the VO2 max test, balance
test, countermovement test and maximal aerobic power
test. This session was my favourite as I enjoyed learning
specifically about the science behind sport. After lunch
we learned how to play volleyball and took part in a
tournament against other teams. The day ended with a
talk about what the university offers in terms of sport
degrees and its facilities on campus. Overall the Year 12
trip to Wolverhampton university was an engaging and
enjoyable day.

There were some great shots that really captured
urban degeneration through texture, form and shape.
Students responded to the work of prominent artists
and photographers with an array of macro and narrative
compositions, and everyone really got into the role of
photographing on site. We were lucky enough to have
support from Mr Nicholas and everyone showed some
real spirit, even in the rain! Well done, Year 12!

Autumn Term InterForm Sports

News of badminton competitions for our
Year 7s, 8s, and 9s

Taking part in tests at SportsFest 2017

First Location Shoot
For Our Budding
Photographers

Mrs Douglas brings word of our A level
photography students
The new Year 12 A level photography group enjoyed
their first location shoot in Birmingham last term.
The group travelled to Digbeth to complete a shoot
exploring and contrasting rural and built environments.

Some of the fabulous photos from the shoot in Digbeth

During the course of the Autumn Term, inter-form has
been held at lunchtimes; Mondays for Year 7s, Tuesdays
for Year 8s and Thursdays for Year 9s. This term’s
activity was badminton and has been a success. There
were plenty of students who turned up and enjoyed
playing badminton against their peers, and were quite
enthusiastic and competitive. Each badminton game
was played until one team won five points.
Inter-form badminton is a great way for students to
interact with each other and learn to play as a double.
Badminton helps develops hand-eye coordination,
stance, footwork and other skills/techniques. I hope as
many students enjoyed playing it as sports council did
running it!

An Exciting New
Partnership

Mrs Morrall with brilliant news for LGS
The Music Department is passionate and committed
to providing, enhancing, and developing musical
opportunities throughout school for all students. We are
extremely delighted to announce that Lordswood Girls’
school has been successful in becoming a partnership
school with the Royal Birmingham Conservatoire
beating off competition across the whole of the West
Midlands.
Over the next year there will be a variety of musical
opportunities, trips and enrichment events involving
our students and musicians from the Royal Birmingham
Conservatoire. In January, Lordswood Girls’ School will
host the first event where musicians will come together
to attend a concert performance and workshop; Sixth
form music technology students will be attending a
series of live technology workshops held at the Royal
Birmingham Conservatoire; and the school have
committed to participating in the modulo programme
where our instrumentalist will come together with other
musicians across the region in a performance at the
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire and then nationally
in a performance as part of a large scale orchestra in
London.

Students who would like to get involved in any music
activity, group as a beginner or as someone within the
Music Department should come and speak to the music
teachers.

The Great Big Dance
Off
Miss Walters on our dancing success

Every Tuesday since September students have been
rehearsing for a competition called “The Great Big
Dance Off”. Key stage 3 students have been rehearsing
both Bollywood and street dance while key stage 4 have
been working on their own choreography in a fusion of
various dance styles.
I am pleased to say that all three dances have qualified
for the regional heats which will take place on Monday
22nd January 2018 at the New Alexandra Theatre. If
your daughter is involved, then your family are welcome
to come along and support your daughter; ticket
information will be given out in the new year. Please
congratulate your daughter on her commitment to this
after school club.

Year 7 Continue To
Support Lepra And
MacMillan

Mrs Peniket with yet more impressive
fundraising totals
Our Year 7 students raised over £700 for the LEPRA
charity this year. The students worked really hard to
raise this money by making bracelets, holding cake
sales, doing chores at home, sponsored cycle rides,
dog walking and holding sponsored silences. Heena
Basharat, in 7R, raised an outstanding amount of £227
all by herself and Aliyyah Riaz, in 7W, raised £80. Well
done to these two girls, who raised such impressive
amounts.
Julie Gumbley, the LEPRA representative, is always
thrilled to come into Lordswood Girls’ School every
year to work with our Year 7 students and would like to
extend her thanks to all our students and parents who
contributed their time and money to this cause. More
information on the LEPRA charity is available on their
website.
Year 7 students also raised £153.54 for the Macmillan
charity during our open morning in September. The girls
baked hundreds of cakes between them, providing a
warm welcome for our visitors. Mrs Peniket would like
to thank all the students, staff and parents who donated
cakes and attended the coffee morning.

Our Year 7 coffee morning hostesses

Hectic History

Miss Christian rounds up the autumn term
LGS celebrates Black History Month
LGS celebrated Black History Month this year with
assemblies focusing on how black musicians in the
20th century have used music to challenge prejudice
and discrimination to build a sense of cultural identity.
All students were given the opportunity to take part
in a competition creating posters, poetry and art
work looking at key themes: Black Art & Literature,
contributions of black soldiers during WW1 and WW2,
the life of Nelson Mandela, the Windrush Generation
and the Civil Rights Movement.
Thank you to all students who entered the competition;
there was an excellent range of entries which were all
deserving. Students can collect their competition entry
and receive their prizes from Miss Christian.
The following students should be congratulated on
creating the winning entries:
•
Ariana Ahmadzadeh 9S
•
Simran Kooner 7R
•
Zainab Nowrozi 7R
•
Falak Arif 7R
*There was also an anonymous entry that was worthy of
a prize – is it yours?
History Film Club Reviews
Gladiator
Reviewed by Ella Thrush and Florentina Dasgupta
Plot: Maximus is a powerful Roman general, loved by
the people and the aging Emperor, Marcus Aurelius.
Before his death, the Emperor chooses Maximus to
be his heir over his own son, Commodus, and a power
struggle leaves Maximus and his family condemned to
death. The powerful general is unable to save his family,
and his loss of will allows him to get captured and put
into the Gladiator games until he dies. The only desire
that fuels him now is the chance to rise to the top so
that he will be able to look into the eyes of the man who
will feel his revenge.

Our verdict: 5 stars
Great Story! Great Writing! Great Acting! Great
Directing! Great Score! This movie has it all. I especially
enjoyed the mood of the film. Even though it has a lot of
action, there is a subtle elegance throughout the picture
that gives it great style. The movie flows effortlessly
from scene to scene, while at the same time creating
wonderful intensity and nail-biting excitement. The
acting in the movie more than lives up to expectations.
Russell Crowe is brilliant in his role as Maximus, the
“general who became a slave, who became a gladiator,
who defied an emperor.”
To Kill A King
Reviewed by Elliott Duffell and Komalpreet Dhiman
Plot: At the end of the English Civil War, Sir Thomas
Fairfax (Dougray Scott) celebrates the Parliamentarian
victory over the Royalist Cavaliers with his colleague
and fellow commander, Oliver Cromwell (Tim Roth).
Meanwhile, King Charles I (Rupert Everett), who has
been captured and is held prisoner by the victors, tries
to appeal to Fairfax’s wife, Lady Anne (Olivia Williams).
Soon, the trial of the king takes place, and Cromwell
& Fairfax disagree over what to do, and from there,
tensions rise.
Our verdict: 2.5 stars
In film club we enjoy English history. We are always
looking for a well acted, good story, that has been put
together well. This movie was almost that. It seemed to
lack that certain something, though, to make it really
good. Not enough drama. Not enough action (definitely
not). All in all, however, you can find the story of the
rise of Cromwell interesting, but at times the language is
difficult to follow, although you always “get the jist”. The
most interesting element of the film is the relationship
between Fairfax and his wife, and the story of their
marriage which runs alongside the main plot.
History Film Club runs on Thursday lunchtimes in F6.
Students who would like to join us next term for “War
Horse” and “Elizabeth” should collect a letter from their
history teacher!

The course is open to all students in Year 12 who must
be able to attend and complete all of the following four
stages:
•
•

•

•

An Orientation Seminar to learn about pre-war
Jewish life, hear a Holocaust survivor’s testimony
and prepare for the visit to Poland.
A one-day visit to Poland where local experts guide
students through the Auschwitz-Birkenau Memorial
and Museum and Educators from the Trust lead
group discussions.
A Follow-up Seminar at which participants reflect
on their experiences, considering the contemporary
lessons of the Holocaust and devise practical ways of
passing on these lessons.
“Next Steps” in which students pass on to their
schools and communities the lessons they have
learned.

If you are interested in applying for the visit, you need
to write a letter of application to Miss Christian. This
should emailed to a.christian@lordswoodtrust.co.uk by
12th January 2018.
I look forward to receiving your applications.

What’s Been Going
On In Drama?

Miss Briggs reviews a busy Autumn Term
Arts Award and Drama Club
Drama club and Arts award have joined forces to start
rehearsals for two exciting plays this year. One group
are rehearsing “Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde” and the other
group are rehearsing Shakespeare’s “Much Ado About
Nothing”. Look out for their performances in the Spring
term and a chance to come and watch students perform
these dark and comic plays! The clubs meet on Mondays
3-4pm and new members are always welcome.

Lessons From Auschwitz Opportunity
The Humanities Department is once again, delighted
to offer the opportunity for two Year 12 students to
participate in the upcoming “Lessons From Auschwitz”
Project.

Sixth Form Professional Theatre Workshops
Our performing arts class had the opportunity to work
at Birmingham City University and be taught by their
lecturers. Spending the day on campus was tiring but
a real eye opener for students who want to pursue
theatre as a career.

This is a four-part course which gives you the
opportunity to visit the Nazi death and concentration
camp Auschwitz-Birkenau.

“It made us consider what different styles of theatre can
be used to portray current issues.” said Kiran Ubhi.

The visit will take place in February 2018.
As a result of Government support, we are able to offer
two places at a cost of just £59 per participant. The
course is designed to have a ripple-effect; two students
take part in what has been described as a “life-changing
experience” and then pass on the lessons they have
learned to their peers and their wider community.

The class also recently took part in various workshops
facilitated by The REP theatre in the city centre.
These workshops were held by specialists from
Wolverhampton, Birmingham School of Acting/
Birmingham Conservatoire and Queen Mary’s College
in London to name but a few. This was an excellent
opportunity to see how different universities approach
theatre and performance.

“It’s made me seriously consider the options on offer
within the creative arts industry.” Summer Miles.
The performing arts class have thoroughly enjoyed
learning about contemporary theatre practitioners and
working towards their first performance exam.
Theatre Trips
Drama exam groups are headed to The Crescent Theatre
to see The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe and will
be analysing the performance in preparation for their
own performances and written exams.

Medical Mavericks

Bonneeta Braich-Bains of 9W reports on
an assembly about careers in medicine
Last week Years 8 and 9 had an assembly on medical
careers delivered by an organisation called Medical
Mavericks. A brilliant representative of this group,
Tom, came into school to explain different jobs within
the healthcare system. He pointed out that there are
many jobs in healthcare, other than doctors and nurses
that most students are accustomed to, and that there
are roles suited to everyone’s abilities and interests.
A quick example would be a typical doctor using and
applying equipment to possibly heal someone’s injury.
However before this assembly, some students would
not have thought about where that equipment came
from and who is responsible for using and maintaining
the equipment and analysing the results. A medical
engineer is just one of the many other job options
within the health and medical system. Using these
resources we are able to make a decision based on our
interests and this information opens up new possibilities
for every single student as it allows us to understand
all the alternative paths that may be perfect for us to
pursue in the future.

been dealt with better. Also, they had a moment at the
end in which they brought out two of the characters,
individually, so that the Year 9 students who watched
the performance could give an input on what they
believe was incorrect on how the character dealt with
the situation.
The way the actors showed their own story on terror
attacks, was an eye opener; it showed how it is not
just as simple as an attack, as it affects many people,
maybe even the attackers themselves, as the terrorists
will most likely have a personal story behind why they
do what they do. Or is it solely out of belief that what
they are doing is the correct thing to do? As well as that,
it showed that people may vary in how they look, but
their beliefs will not be too different.
Overall, it showed the importance of the saying;
‘Don’t judge a book by its cover’, meaning not to judge
someone because of how they look.

Forward Thinking
Mrs Stanley with congratulations

Congratulations to three Year 11 students who
celebrated completing a four year programme at The
University of Birmingham at their graduation service on
14th December. They have worked extremely hard at all
events they have attended and were even selected to be
backing dancers for the motivational speaker.
Well done girls, we are all very proud of you.
Layla Mahay-Bennett
Lotti Slowik
Mariam Naseem

Tapestry Theatre

Elliott Duffell from 9W with an overview of
a thought provoking performance from a
visiting theatre group
The group went through a story of being trapped in a
building due to protests and riots occurring between
two different groups, with two not so different beliefs.
Within this scene, they also went through a series of
flashbacks as to why they felt the way they did towards
certain things, and to also show in a way how the
characters were very similar to one another and how
they were linked with each other. The actors also asked
the audience members for their opinions of how the
characters reacted could have been different, or if they
had over reacted in any way.

They were able to get a range of different opinions from
the audience on how they felt about the performance
and if there was any way that the situation could have

Students at their graduation ceremony

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR VISITORS TO
SCHOOL
1.

Introduction

Lordswood Girls’ School & Sixth Form Centre is concerned to create a caring and safe environment for students. The
school’s ethos of high expectations is founded on a culture of respect and positive values. The school has adopted
this Code of Conduct for Visitors following consultation with parents, staff and students in order to help us further
our aim to create a supportive learning community which encourages all students to achieve their fullest potential
and where everyone treats each other with kindness, consideration and courtesy.
2.

Purpose

This document provides an explanation of the acceptable standard of behaviour expected from visitors to the school
premises and those interacting with its students and staff in order to make this school a safe place to learn, work
and visit.
3.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our ethos and values
We believe that:Lordswood Girls’ School is an exceptional school, outstanding in the quality of all its learners.
We are all learners; learning is enriching, enjoyable and lifelong. We learn from each other.
Academic achievement is a vital, but not exclusive, indicator of success. An effective, rounded education engages
the whole person and extends beyond the academic.
The quality of Lordswood Girls’ School lies in the richness of its aspirations, the commitment of its learners and
the quality of the relationships within and beyond the school building.
Our past success informs our present practice and will be the foundation, but not the limitation, of our future
growth.
Schools are communities within larger communities. Between us, we can create an excitingly rich and diverse
pool of talent from which we can grow.

Therefore, we aim to:• Value and include all who contribute to the life and growth of the school.
• Nurture mutually respectful, supportive relationships.
• Create a happy, purposeful and secure learning environment which engenders in all a hunger to fulfil potential.
• Inspire a zest for learning which extends beyond the ordinary and endures beyond the temporary.
• Model and promote the value of lifelong learning.
• Develop enthusiastic, self-disciplined and motivated learners who respect themselves, others and the world
around them.
• Recognise the unique talent within every individual and realise her/ his full potential.
• Harness, integrate and develop the wealth of resources available to us within all of the communities of which we
are part.
• Ensure the uncertainties of the future are anchored by strong self-belief, continuous development of skills and
an unwavering determination to realise the best in all of us.
4.

What visitors can expect of the school, and what is expected of visitors

The School and its staff will:
• Treat visitors to the school with the respect to which they are entitled;
• Ensure that visitors to the school site are supervised, where necessary;
• Check the identity of contractors, workers and other visitors to the school, as necessary;
Act in accordance with the School’s safeguarding policy (see the school’s website); and
• Do all that they reasonably can to ensure that the school site is a safe and welcoming learning and working
environment.
All visitors to the school are expected to behave calmly, politely and respectfully. This means that visitors must:•
•

treat the school community, environment and property with respect;
follow the school rules, protocols and any instructions given by school staff;

•
•
5.

report anything that puts anyone on the site at risk to a member of staff;
accept that they are responsible for their child’s behaviour and safety, whilst the child is in their care, even when
they are on the school premises.
The type of behaviour that the School considers unacceptable

Lordswood Girls School & Sixth Form will decide on a case by case basis whether a visitor’s behaviour is
unacceptable, but any behaviour that is deemed to adversely affect the safe and caring learning environment and/
or puts the physical or emotional wellbeing of a student, member of staff, parent or other visitor at risk, is not
acceptable behaviour on the school site.
This may include, but is not limited to:•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

disruptive behaviour;
aggressive or threatening speech or behaviour e.g. by swearing, threatening or shouting at others, taking an
aggressive stance, threatening to strike someone or assaulting another person;
damaging school property;
behaviour that could be considered racist, sexist, homophobic or similarly offensive in some other way;
smoking, vaping or being under the influence of alcohol or drugs whilst on the school site;
bringing animals on to our school site, other than guide dogs;
being in possession of weapons of any kind;
refusing to follow the reasonable instructions of our staff.

In addition, unacceptable behaviour also includes any communication with a member of the school’s community
that is malicious, threatening or abusive, including in person, over the telephone or in writing, e.g. by letter, email or
any other electronic format, such as social media, regardless of whether it takes place on the school premises.
6.

How the School will respond to behaviour that is unacceptable

In most cases the school will attempt to informally remedy the situation by speaking with the individual concerned,
privately. There may be no further action.
Where there is any dispute over what has occurred, or if the alleged incident is complex or serious, the school will
conduct a formal investigation in order to establish the facts and determine what action should be taken, if any.
If the school decides that a visitor’s behaviour has been unacceptable the school or, in some cases the School’s legal
advisors on the school’s behalf, may decide to:•
•
•
•
•

Informally, i.e. verbally, warn the visitor about their behaviour;
Formally, i.e. in writing, warn the visitor about their behaviour;
Ban the visitor from the premises for a specified period;
Ban the visitor from the school premises, whilst a formal investigation into their behaviour takes place; or
Report the behaviour to the Police.

Visitors will be entitled to make representations to the Academy Trust, in line with the Trust’s complaints procedure,
if they disagree with the decision reached by the school.
7.

Questions and concerns about this Code

The School is grateful for the support that it receives from visitors in maintaining its caring and safe learning and
working environment, so any feedback that visitors or stakeholders may have about the content of this Code, is
welcomed.
Please direct any feedback or questions about the Code to either the school office who will refer comments on to an
appropriate member of staff or email lgs-enquiry@lordswoodtrust.co.uk
Adopted by the Governing Body of Lordswood Girls’ School & Sixth Form

APPENDIX
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Related non-statutory advice and guidance
Department for Education (DfE) Advice on school security: Access to, and barring of individuals from, school
premises - (for local authorities, school leaders and school staff) December 2012
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-security
Equality Act 2010
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/equality-act-2010-guidance
DfE Best Practice Advice for School Complaints Procedures 2016 (for maintained schools, maintained nursery
schools and local authorities) - January 2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/489056/Best_Practice_Advice_
for_School_Complaints_2016.pdf
S&GS Framework School Complaints Procedure (available to subscribing
schools on request)
National Association of Headteachers (NAHT) guidance for leaders in ‘Managing
Violent and Abusive Visitors to Schools’ (June 2016)
http://www.naht.org.uk/welcome/advice/advice-home/governance-and-infrastructureadvice/managing-violentand-abusive-visitors-to-schools/

Diary Dates
Wed 20th School breaks up for
Dec		
Christmas, normal
			lessons all day
			
Wed 20th Christmas Concert
Dec			7-9pm
Thurs 21st Dec - Sun		
7th Jan

School closed

Mon 8th
School reopens
Jan			8.35am start
W/C 8th
Year 13 mock exams
Jan			week
Thurs 11th Jan			

Year 11 Parents’ Evening
4 - 6pm

W/C 22nd
Jan

Year 9 exams week

-

Thurs 25th Jan			

Year 10 Parents’ Evening
4 - 6pm

W/C 29th
Jan

Year 11 mock resits

-

Thurs 8th Feb			

Year 9 Parents’ Evening
4 - 6pm

W/C 12th
Year 11 Prom fund raising
Feb			week
Fri 16th
Feb

-

Parents’ Forum 8am

Fri 16th
School breaks up for
Feb			half term
Mon 19th- Fri 23rd Feb		

Half term holiday school closed

Mon 26th School reopens
Feb			8.35am start
Tues 27th
Feb

-

Year 9 options deadline

Fri 2nd Ski trip
Fri 9th Mar
		
Thurs 8th Year 12 Parents’ Evening
Mar			
4 - 6pm
W/C 19th
Mar			

Year 13 mock resits

Thurs 22nd Mar			

Year 8 Parents’ Evening
4 - 6pm

Tues 27th
Mar

-

Year 8 immunisations

Fri 30th
Mar			

Bank holiday school
closed to students

Mon 2nd - Fri 13th Apr		

Easter holidays
school closed

Mon 16th Summer term begins
April			8.35am start

